Dynamics of infection with multiple transmission mechanisms in unmanaged/managed animal populations.
Deterministic and stochastic models motivated by Salmonella transmission in unmanaged/managed populations are studied. The SIRS models incorporate three routes of transmission (direct, vertical and indirect via free-living infectious units in the environment). With deterministic models we are able to understand the effects of different routes of transmission and other epidemiological factors on infection dynamics. In particular, vertical transmission has little influence on this dynamics, whereas the higher the indirect (direct) transmission rate the greater the tendency to persistent oscillation (stable endemic states). We show that the sustained cycles are also prone to demographic effect, i.e., persistent oscillation becomes impossible in the managed case (in the sense of balanced recruitment and death rates) by comparing with results in unmanaged populations (exponential population dynamics). Further, approximations of quasi-stationary distributions are derived for stochastic versions of the proposed models based on a diffusion approximation to the infection process. The effect of transmission parameters on the ratio of mean to standard deviation of the approximating distribution, used to judge the validity of the approximations and the expected time until fade out of infection, is further discussed. We conclude that strengthening any route of transmission may or may not reduce the expected time to fade out of infection, depending on the population dynamics.